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Art Shape runs a countywide programme of arts courses and projects 
with a specific focus on disability issues and social inclusion.

We target our activities at providing opportunities for adults and 
children facing disabling barriers; particularly learning disabilities, 
physical disabilities, mental health, victims of domestic abuse and 
older people.

Established in 1993, we are a small band of dedicated workers, 
passionate about supporting and enabling people facing disabling 
barriers to realise their creative potential. We do this in various ways; 
working closely with communities and their leaders, and responding 
to need. We strive to aid community cohesion, bringing diverse 
groups together on projects and getting involved in community 
events.

Art Shape’s distinct skill in socially inclusive practice is developing 
tailor made provision to meet specific needs of individuals, 
communities and organisations and directly engaging people through 
arts on their own terms.

RE Collections is an exhibition of painting, mixed media, sound 
works and installation made in response to the Museum in the Park’s 
collection and surrounding landscape by artists on the Art Bridge 
Evolve programme.

Art Bridge Evolve is a professional development programme for 
creatives who face disabling barriers. This is an Art Shape initiative 
funded by Arts Council England. 
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Holly Barker

The Mayflower, The One 
Sure Oven
Mixed media on canvas
1200mm x 1000mm

My work is characterised by an intuitive approach to mixed media and 
painting. Photography is my capturing eye. The intuitive painting part of 
me, developed out of a time where I had no recourse to alleviate mental 
suffering from the challenges that at the time felt unsurpassable.
Presently a large part of my art is an attempt to move myself from 
enculturation. 

Crackling wood on glowing orange and blue embers against hoofed 
black iron, cursing cook, sizzling roast, slamming oven doors. 
Screaming and steaming copper kettle or it could just be burning 
amidst Laurie Lee in his tumble down cottage with his sisters in the 
Cotswolds. 
The object is evocative for me in many ways. A fire in the hearth was so 
central in my childhood home with much conversation, family activity 
and friends around it.
Its transformative qualities struck me: material from raw to light to dust 
in a moment. What a hearth can symbolise, at best, for children and 
families in the home as opposed to a lack in institutional care. A call 
out to those with no hearth is echoed in my painting and for those 
comfortable with that situation it means nothing. 







Bic Beaumont
I had a hiatus after my art degree, until my mother asked me to 

design her casts and prosthetics.
This led to life drawing classes, which really helped with my 

confidence, and enabled me to exhibit in several local events.
I find painting and photography a way of shutting everything out, just 

giving myself a bit of time to do something creative and switch off. 

I want my artwork to be fun, which is why I use lots of colour and a bit 
of sparkle in my paintings, using nature and the animals I meet as a 

source of inspiration.

After visiting the Museum I was particularly drawn to the images of 
animals everywhere; from the beermats to paintings, stuffed toys plus 

all the animal paraphernalia associated with them and in the garden 
the plethora of insects.

Jerry
Photograph and ink on canvas

170mm x 130mm



Jennie Burge
I love to dabble in numerous techniques, methods and mediums, 
pushing them to see how far I can stretch and extend their use, trying 
to break the rules I have been taught and shown. This has led to me 
exploring mixed media. I work in oils, acrylics, watercolours, inks, pens, 
pencils, oil pastels, soft pastels, charcoal, graphite, and incorporate 
some collage techniques. Recently I have been developing the use of 
stitching within my work. I love to use materials that are recycled, found 
and passed down.

I am inspired by the beauty of nature and the world around me, 
especially the sea and the myriad of different landscapes within our 
amazing world on both a large scale but also in detail; a tree, a flower, a 
seed, a river or stream.

My faith inspires my artwork, sometimes in a very direct way, for 
example using a particular text or verse, other times in an appreciation 
of the world around us and its creator.

I believe in trying to minimise the use of our world’s resources, hate 
waste and the throwaway society we seem to have turned into. I seek to 
recycle and repurpose items within my artwork. 

Delightful, Delicate 
Daisies
Mixed media
400mm x 300mm







Jackie Drinkwater

The piece I have created in inspired by the Museum’s insect 
collection. I used linocut prints on coloured paper and played with the 
moth motifs on a painted canvas, experimenting with how the pattern 

and shapes work together to make a pleasing image.

I particularly enjoy the cutting process of the Lino, I have also worked 
with woodcarving, using my hands is important to me as is the design 

process which stems from my background in Graphic Design. 

My work is often inspired by and explores specific environmental and 
cultural issues. The intention is to engage people in this subject matter 
through my work and bring environmental issues to a wider audience.

 
Living on a Dutch Barge gives a different perspective on daily life and 

makes an impact on observations and decisions, which shapes my 
practice.

A background in Graphic Design underpins the making processes, 
shaped motifs form a strong focus.

I use a variety of mediums and a varied means of expression, such 
as the use of linocuts and torn paper. This enables me to hone my 

techniques to articulate a wide range of images.

The Moth
Mixed media on canvas

1016mm x 760mm



Tracy Edwards
I am a textile and mixed media artist. 

I take inspiration from the natural world and nature’s colour palette 
that resonates with how I perceive the relationship between 
tones, for example a muted palette inspired by lavender mauves, 
pinks and blues. My organic processes take me on a journey 
that encompasses textiles, textures and imagery from nature to 
formulate my experimental pieces. 

Allium Seed Heads
Mixed media texiles

For this exhibition I have made a series of textile pieces inspired 
by the garden and natural landscape which surrounds the 
Museum in the Park. Using various textile techniques such 
as layered fabrics, hand-stitching, applied paint and beaded 
embellishments, I reference local flora and fauna. 
In these pieces I have created, I have been particularly inspired by 
the alliums, butterflies, shrubbery, and the arches in the garden. 







Max Frances
I am an artist made of wire and string and the bones of someone 

else I used to be. For me creativity is as necessary as respiration. 
I fight my demons with pencils and paint them into corners. 

Inspiration comes from nature and the magic and mystery to be 
found behind the banal mask of the everyday.

Although all life is equally precious, I am especially drawn to 
the ungainly magnificence of vultures. As a scavenger myself, I 

enjoy using recycled, found and unexpected materials. 
I find beauty in that which is ignored and disdained.

‘Mori’ is primarily inspired by Memento Mori and the dolls in the 
collection. It is a reflection on the strange, out of time quality I 
see in museum exhibits of all kinds and the stories people tell 

themselves about items whose origin has passed beyond living 
memory.

Mori
Wire, recycled elements, paint

510mm x 355mm x 355mm



Georgia Louise
Gough
I like undertaking and researching different styles, cultures and 
exploring heritage. Particularly influenced by anime, Tim Burton, 
Jim Henson, steam punk, fairy tales and other worlds. 

Since age 12 I have loved animation, drawing, and creating 
illustrations. I then transfer these onto 2-Dimentional patterns 
which I cut out and use as tactile templates to make 
3 – dimensional objects. 

I had a friend who was partially sighted which encouraged me to 
use more textures. In my craft room I collect samples of fabric in 
a materials box which I then select and choose for each project.

Florence
Textiles, adapted soft toy
310mm x 210mm x 200mm







Julia Godden
In my work, I am influenced and respond to, the interplay of my immediate 

surroundings, and internal reality and processes. So, I attempt to capture feelings 
of the moment: such as joy, grief and playfulness together with inspirations. That 

might be through nature, pattern, my love of India. Musical beats. A conversation.

My paintings have an element of playful childlike expressions, infusing playful 
energy to uplift the viewer. Applying a variety of textures to build my work I 

enjoy gestural mark-making, colour blocking, scribbles, using an array of mixed 
media, and acrylic paint. Materials are layered to create a rich tapestry of emotion.

 Many layers of paint are applied, so that many stories unfold and possibilities 
emerge organically. The body of work comes together through choices that are 
both deliberate using the thinking process (rational mind) but also intuitive and 

unplanned. Often having no idea what the end product might look like. This is part 
of the excitement and intrigue. Exploring the natural unfolding in art and within 

nature and life cycles, whilst observing the changes and transitory states. 

The work centres on words and phrases chosen from various rooms throughout 
the museum that I feel connected with; particulary in terms of expectations of 

men, women and children that can still be felt in present times under a partiarchal 
society.

I’m interested and curious about personal feelings that are evoked from the many 
visitors who have walked the floors, and through the walls various conversations 

have taken place and can be overheard. Thereby including the very colours on the 
walls and floors in my work and also including my own personal response to what 

is abitrarily presented as part of the museum experience.  
The series is informed by my interest between what is here and now, what is living, 

what has been before and what remains and then, what traces are left behind. 

Look Beyond The 
Obvious

Mixed media on wood



Julie Green
I use mixed media but I’m passionate about using pen and ink to 
create imaginary characters and environments. They incorporate 
everyday life in ‘quirky’ and unique representations. The process 
channels my creative endeavours and takes me away from 
everyday reality.
I work between illustrative commissions and personal creations.

My artwork for this exhibition was inspired by visiting the museum 
and grounds. The pond and fauna captured my imagination. 
My painting depicts fairies decorating the trees with a daisy 
chain, blending many layers and dimensions to leave the viewer 
enchanted. 
The nature of the medium, acrylic, used in the painting provides a 
texture and depth to bring it to life.

Stroud Fairies
Acrylic on Canvas
1000mm x 1200mm







Dhekelia Lauren 
Lennon

Over the rainbow and down the rabbit hole is where you’ll find someone who 
sees the world differently... 

Dhekelia Lennon is a unique, creative, ambitious designer, artist and writer  
inspired by history, disability, fantasy films, life and music. She loves to create 

detailed and fun work, exploring many techniques such as sewing, collage, 
drawing and photography. Dhekelia is not afraid to stand out and be different, 

just like her artwork! Search Dhekelia Lennon – Designer @DhekeliaDesigns 
and follow her dreams on Facebook.

The Museum in The Park has many items from all different parts of Victorian 
life; seeing these items and research into them, inspired me to create a 

Victorian outfit for a doll with a model house. 
I learnt that for most of the 1700s and 1800s, children and their dolls were 

usually dressed in miniature versions of adult clothing, so I created my outfit 
in the style of what would be worn by a middle class lady. I learnt that until the 

invention of the sewing machine, and sometimes after, everything was sewn by 
hand – including all the decorations! This inspired me to sew my whole outfit 
by hand, which includes a bonnet, dress and shoes. Just like in the 1800s, I 

decorated my outfit with embroidery, sequins, pleats, buttons, ribbon and lace 
with floral fabric. I researched Victorian hairstyles , I chose one in the mid-800s 

and styled the doll’s hair to match; hair pinned up at the back in the bonnet 
with ringlets on show at the front. 

For the house, I wanted to show the kind of place a middle class lady 
would live while also linking to dolls and dolls houses. Like authentic                                        

Victorian models mine is created with a little hole to look through and see 
what’s inside...

Victorian Life
Mixed media art doll

270mm x 90mm



Chris Leyshon
Having survived mental illness, the artwork here today represents 
the process of being consumed by delusions of the presence of 
werewolves. Having been inspired by HR Giger’s art practice, I 
pursued a style of art that tries to deal with concepts of subject 
matter, that are not of this world. 

To express these worlds via a medium of pencil and pastel, two 
mediums who’s innate ability to smudge and blend, best help to 
realise the images I’m trying to portray. 

Music is an important medium of expression for me: being 
passionate about music, I fell into the clutches of the music dream. 

The Psychosis
Pastel on Paper
595mm x 420mm







Lisa Medcalf 
Woodward

I am ‘’Lisa the Womble Woman’’ a picker up of lifes unconsidered trifles. I am a rubbish 
artificer. I see the potential in the things that others throw away. Financial constraints 

have led to inventiveness and improvisation. Each piece I make is unique.
’use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without’’ 

Rubbish as resource presents challenges, however this is mitigated by the endless 
supply of throw away items. I use the ‘’try it out’’ method which has led to successes 

and some happy accidents. By using rubbish I can experiment, so I have the 
opportunity for limitless possibilities and discoveries.

 As a rubbish artificer I challenge the ‘’throwaway culture’’ giving new and significant 
value to rubbish by transforming it into pieces of usable art. 

This collaborative piece between myself and writer Andrew Litten, is in response to the 
letter rack displayed in the domestic section and the First World War memorabilia items 

exhibited in the museum. 

The letter rack commemorates the Great War. It is constructed from wood reclaimed 
from my sisters’ shed, a record player, ship lap from the old exterior walls of my house 

and painted newspaper.  The letter rack is decorated using paint and decoupage from 
recycled one-use packaging.

I felt a letter rack without letters was a ‘dead’ item, it needed letters to bring it ‘alive’. 
I really wanted the visitors to the museum to interact with the work. I asked my friend 

Andy if I could use his poem ‘’Breakaway’’ (in letter form) with myself writing replies to 
events in the poem. Andy is an ex soldier, the poem is about the trials and triumphs of 

an ex soldier. 

This is an interactive piece of artwork, we would like people read the letters. A full 
transcript of Andy’s poem is on YouTube - search Walkabout Nutty.

Letter Rack
Mixed media and repurposed rubbish

457mm x 305mm



Hannah Morgan
My recent work in oil paint is an attempt to accurately convey emotional 
experiences through veils of colour and tone. My own perceptions, visual 
understandings and memories can be incorporated into the work which is the 
antithesis of other mediums such as traditional photography in which the aim 
is often to create sharp images of an objective, external reality.

In working with layers of un-naturalistic colour, contrasting marks and 
textures, I am able to combine figurative, abstract and illustrative elements to 
represent the seen, the remembered and the imagined. 

Having experienced severe illness over the last few years, although I always 
start out with the intention of creating work that is uplifting, there is inevitably 
a sense of sadness in my work sometimes evidenced by my use of cool and 
heightened colour combinations and the demeanour of figures in a veiled 
setting.

For this exhibition I have enjoyed creating 3D work inspired by the 
landscape surrounding the museum; which I have a fondness for after living 
for some years in the area, and as a response to the ‘home’ and ‘toy and 
‘game’ scenes in the museum. 

‘The Memory of trees’ looks at the cycles of life and how the changing 
generations are witnessed by ancient trees. Blackened childrens building 
blocks represent changes in time, growth and decay, the past, and the use of 
trees and wood for human benefit. 

The photographs of the park have been represented as if they are from the 
past, printed in sepia and set in resin. An old photo of the museum is used on 
the blocks as a jigsaw.

The Memory of Trees
Framed photographs, resin, wood 
blocks





“And Then Came People”



Judy Reynolds
I am a Gloucestershire based artist working in a variety of media, 

including watercolour, textured acrylics, and wire sculpture. 
Taking inspiration from my fascination with patterns in nature 

and the evolution of the universe. I am a firm believer in the 
expression of creative flow for maintaining a sense of self-worth 

and emotional well-being.

“And Then Came People”
Acrylic on canvas
260mm x 300mm

“And Then Came People” is an acrylic painting on canvas, about 
the size of an A4 book.

The central colours are a spiral of coral and earthly tones, 
burnished with a layer of gold. A giant ammonite, an ancient long 

extinct cephalopod. Paintbrush lines and dabs giving a textural 
appearance.

The painting has a contrasting warm blue sky background, and 
foreground of purple silhouette, a ghostly apparition of 5 figures 

representing Darwin’s theory of evolution, ape to man.
Inspired by a quirky sign as you move from the age of dinosaurs 

around towards modern day, that reads: 
AND THEN CAME PEOPLE.....



Alex Rhodes
I’m an abstract mixed media artist. I have bi-polar disorder and this 
has made it difficult to work consistently. However in the pockets of 
space between episodes and depression, I am able to work; and 
it makes me feel I am doing what I am meant to be doing in life. It 
is a way I can access a world that is beyond the constraints of the 
everyday and challenge myself in a way that I enjoy. Each time I 
make a piece of abstract work I have no idea exactly how it will 
end up. There is no ‘reality’ I am trying to duplicate, each piece is 
an expression of something that mystifies me as much as the next 
person. In the end the question boils down to, do I like it? If the 
answer is yes, it gets to stay out of the recycling.  If you like it; it gets 
to hold your attention for a while and I hope engage you positively on 
a subconscious level.

This piece was inspired by the Caisian artefact collection. I lived in 
Stroud for many years and would visit fairly often with my son. It was 
my favourite exhibit. I was fascinated by the alchemical notion of 
turning milk into plastic and the beauty of the items, far more rarefied 
and lovely than most plastics you see around us. I’m a Vegan now, 
for the most part, so I’m very glad the idea did not take off, but 
I’m still inspired by the idea therein. If we can do that, what other 
wonders can we perform in the spirt of planet conserving progress?

Alchemical Muse
Mixed media on canvas
800mm x 600mm







Anna Ryan
Using my background in traditional patchwork and quilting I have grown 
my practice to create modern, flowing pieces of work. My work focuses 

on the relationship between the manmade and natural world which I 
see on my daily walks around my local community. Being both mindful 
of the environment and looking for the places where these two worlds 

collide. I use both machine and hand embroidery techniques, along 
with patchwork/quilting to create one-off pieces that explore shape, 

pattern and space.
 

At present I am experimenting with creating 3D work which allows me to 
create shadow and depth within my work.

This piece focuses on one of the windows at the front of the building. I 
find windows fascinating because they allow you to see partly into the 
building but not every detail of the rooms content. The excitement and 

wonder of the unknown.

This is a layered textile piece comprised of 5 layers through which you 
see the grey/black of the room.

I have focused on the stonework and foliage around the window from 
the wisteria, the depths of the greens and the way they guide your eye 

into the unknown in the room.

Where Nature Meets 
History

Mixed media textiles
228mm x 188mm



Alisdair Shepherd
Since finishing my degree in Fine Art at Winchester School of Art, I have 
worked in various different mediums including painting, sculpture, drawing, 
graphic design, illustration, web design, photography, film, curation, 
interior design, furniture design, project management, brand development, 
media, marketing and music - weaving a quiver of skills and experience 
along the way. 

Future Fossils has been created in direct relation to exploring the 
sedimentary and fossil exhibits. I am interested in and amused by querying 
what the human race in many thousands of years might make of the fossils 
that will eventually be created from the debris of our contemporary life. 
We look back in time through the remains of Jurassic creatures encased 
in limestone or the scraps of ceramic pots and tools left by the Saxons but 
how will the future generations judge us by our preserved debris.
The sculptures displayed curiously mock the content of contemporary 
living by putting it into the perspective of future observers and question 
with reservation the actions our ‘throwaway’ society.
The use of concrete as a casting medium and scraps of human detritus, 
is akin to my work on paper where focus is drawn to the use of naturally 
formed elements and abstraction. 
As a work in progress, the displayed works are intended as maquettes 
and investigations: an evolving body of work which would encompass a 
wide range of oddments from items of vanity, to objects of communication, 
social query, utility and technology. Each forging a conceptual effigy 
though the inquiry of its connotations and parts.
Future Fossils invites you to ponder the meanings of these sculptures 
and fantasise about the interest the objects of our modernised lives will 
generate in many thousands of years time.

Future Fossils
Concrete, nuts, bolts, human detritus
70mm x 70mm x 60mm







Claire Smith
As a writer I work with speculative poetry. My subject matter is other worlds, 

myth, fairy tale, folklore, the supernatural, and history. My past work includes 
a siren inviting sailors for dinner, a fossilised forest, techno-witches, and an 

extension of the Red Riding-Hood fairytale from the wolf’s point of view.  
Sometimes I draw on motifs, from my acute episodes of illness, and transform 

them into poems and prose. I take disturbing experiences and re-interpret 
them through the speculative genre.       

I write as a woman and as someone managing the attitudes of others towards 
my mental health. My main intention is to make my readers think about, and to 

challenge, their perspectives on normality, social conventions, stereotyping, 
and taboo around mental health. 

To start conversations challenging everyday perceptions of the world: how 
much of our constructed reality do we share, and how much is our own 

mythologizing?

For this exhibition I have focused on women’s lived experiences, in the past, 
in a five poem cycle. 

‘Today’s Pampering, Yesterday’s Adornments’ is a reaction to the displays, 
‘Facing the World & Smelling Nice’ and ‘Good Hair Days’. The second poem, 

‘Bride and Groom’ is a reading of the 1944 Parachute Silk Wedding Dress 
‘Chores I, II, and III’ is a Triptych based on objects from ‘Room 1: Running a 
Home.’ The fourth poem, ‘Career Girl’, is my interpretation of The Remington 

Noiseless Typewriter found in ‘The Collector’s Room.’ The last poem, ‘The 
(Great) Aunties,’ is a semi-autobiographical prose poem influenced by Laurie 

Lee’s Cider with Rosie – the chapter called ‘The Uncles’.         
The poem cycle is visual, and framed behind glass, as are museum artefacts. 

I am exploring the nature of museums themselves as cultural spaces. I want 
my audience to engage with wider debates regarding culture and gender 

through reading my work. 
My thanks to Oliver Smith, for his help with formatting my poems;       

Career Girl
Framed poem

297mm x 210mm



Gemma Waters

Butterflies painted onto fans came from inspiration gathered in the Collections 
Room.  Painting onto fans represents the beauty and fragility of these animals; 
fans can open and close, like a butterflies wings, revealing colour and pattern.
 
Since the displayed butterflies were caught we have seen steep declines in 
their populations, but here in the Stroud Valleys were are fortunate to have 
habitats that support some precious gems of British butterflies. The Large 
Blue and Duke of Burgundy butterflies are such rare butterflies, hanging on 
to existence on our doorstep and only with help from charities such as the 
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust and the National Trust. I also wanted to celebrate 
the common species; though not so common now, the Brimstone, Comma and 
Orange Tip butterflies can still be seen in gardens and hedgerows, heralding in 
the Spring.

The natural world is woven into every aspect of my life and I have been 
immersed in the world of living things since my childhood. Nature sparks my 
curiosity, inspires me with its colours, movement and textures. Nature shows 
us resilience and strength but is at the same time precious and fragile. 

Spending time in the landscape and amongst wildlife is a basic need for me 
and strongly feeds into my artistic practice. I try to convey my connection and 
love of nature through my paintings; trying to capture beauty, illuminate colour 
and portrait complexity. When I complete work outside, changing conditions in 
the landscape due to light and weather, the beings that inhabit it, all feed into 
the work.  

There are absences in the places I walk, observe and draw. Fields, woodland 
and rivers that were once filled with bird song, paws scampering, the glimmer 
of an insect wing. I seek out the places where precious life hangs on and then 
create my own image of it. A statement of hope for life, not extinction.

Life Celebrations
Watercolour on paper and wood fans







Clancy Ward
Artist, experimentalist, empathist.

My mission is to create beautiful works of art that are accessible to 
all. Many of my pieces are durable and tactile, designed for people 

with visual impairment to be able to feel and experience the art.
Through my life experiences, travelling and working as a 

radiographer and my commitment to acquiring artistic skills, I 
have become familiar with anatomy and the fragility of the human 

psyche. I have overcome my own barriers, to fulfill my need to 
create and share.

Influenced by folk and aboriginal art, I created a tactile painting so 
that everybody can feel and experience this piece. 

With the difficult task of distilling the images invoked by the 
museum’s multitude of artifacts, I chose the shape of the measuring 

triangle (from the metal collection) to contain the myriad of colours 
and patterns inspired by the toy collection and the beautiful 

gardens.
The image has also been put onto a deck of playing cards and a 

jigsaw puzzle so that people can further interact with the art.

Triangulus
Acrylic on canvas
700mm x 915mm



Jim Brook
Artist in Residence

Reading
Photographs on aluminium
300mm x 450mm

Internal states and their external expression compel me to create 
images. Working as the director of Hand in Glove Performance 
Company is an important source for my ideas, wherein gesture, 
movement, human behavior and mood are uppermost. 

The emotional, psychological and spiritual presence of women is a 
strong theme in my work as a painter, photographer and filmmaker. 

A sensory application of veils of colour, the feel of brush on canvas, 
the accumulation of marks, the smell of oil paint … handling a 
camera … these are some of the actions that shape my aesthetic.

 I am also a musician, recording engineer and music writer. Not 
sure what role that plays … other than a fascination with visceral 
sensation … with mood, illumination and incandescent space. 

Ideas and the written word go together for me: Proust, Bergson and 
David Lynch are my trio of naughty uncles. 





Price List
Holly Barker

The Mayflower, The One true Oven - POA

Bic Beaumont

Jerry - £60

Forgotten Boat - £70

Jennie Burge

Delightful, Delicate Daisies - £100

Delving into the Deep - £250

Jackie Drinkwater

The Moth - £120

Sheild Bug - £20

Tracy Edwards

Duck in the Park - £300

Arches - £300

Stroud Fairy Door - £55

Allium Seed Heads - £55

Max Frances

Mori - £150

Georgia Louise Gough

Florence - POA

Florence 1 & 2 - POA

Julia Godden

Look Beyond the Obvious

Image 1 - £316 

Image 2 - £288

image 3 - £540

Image 4 - £105 

image 5 - £105 

image 6 - £105

Julie Green

Stroud Fairies - £700

Butterflies - £10 each

Doll of Stroud - £45

Dhekelia Lauren Lennon

Victorian Life - NFS

Chris Leyshon

The Psychosis - £150



Lisa Medcalf-Woodward

Letter Rack - £50 

Letter Rack only, poems not for sale

Hannah Morgan

The Memory of Trees - NFS

Judy Reynolds

And Then Came People - £85

Alex Rhodes

Alchemical Muse - NFS

Anna Ryan

When Nature Meets History - NFS

Alisdair Shepherd

Future Fossils - NFS

Claire Smith

Today’s Pampering, Yesterday’s Adornments - 

NFS

Bride and Groom - NFS

Chores I, Chores II, and Chores III - NFS

Career Girl - NFS

The (Great) Aunties - NFS

Gemma Waters

Life Celebrations - £75 each

Clancy Ward

Triangulus - POA

Jim Brook

Reading - £250 each

If you are interested in purchasing works from this exhibition or would like 
to commission any of the featured artists, please contact Art Shape on 
01452 863855 or info@artshape.co.uk. 

All funds raised goes towards supporting the work Art Shape.

Proceeds from the sale of Max Frances’ artwork will be divided between 
Art Shape and ICBP.
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Art Shape ltd. registered in England and Wales: 02699644. Charity number: 1023920

Art Shape 
Brockworth Court Farm

Court Road
Brockworth
GL3 4QU
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info@artshape.co.uk

www.artshape.co.uk

@ArtShape


